A UNIQUE GLACIAL KAME GORGET

by

John Anspaugh
Wapakoneta, OH

This three inch slate Glacial Kame gorget was obtained from the late Ottie Cowan of Urbana, Ohio. It was found on Mother’s Day, 1985, near St. Paris in Champaign Co. by Sam Johnson. The prehistoric artisan who made it carefully worked the lines of the banded slate into a pleasing design. However, this piece is slightly different from the usual ridged type seen in Glacial Kame collections in that a small lump or “nose” was made on one end.

YOUNG ASO MEMBER’S FIRST FIND

Nine year old Garrett Thomas displays his first field find — a red translucent Flint Ridge cache blade found December 11, 2010, in Licking County. Garrett, a fourth grader in the Lakewood School system, is a member of the ASO as well as the Ridge Runners Club.